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1. Fleetwood cabinet, early-11th century
2. Processional cross, 14th–16th century
3. Cunorix stone, 8th–9th century
4. De Burgo-O'Malley chalice, 9th–10th century
5. Ardagh chalice, 9th–10th century
6. Springmount wax tablets, late-8th century
7. King William's gauntlets, early-17th century
8. Toric armlet, Old-croghanman, 8th–9th century
9. Wassail bowl, early-19th century
10. Kavanagh charter horn, 13th century
11. Gallowglass gravestone, 16th century
12. Flints, 3rd millennium BC
13. Flint macehead, 2nd millennium BC
14. Mesolithic fish trap, c. 5000 BC
15. Ceremonial axehead, 3rd millennium BC
16. Decorated leadweights, c. 1500 BC
17. Coggalbeg gold hoard, 12th century
18. Pair of gold discs, 11th century
19. Basket earrings, 10th century
20. Empty cooking pot, late-19th century
21. Emigrant's teapot, late-19th–mid-20th century
22. Robert Emmet's ring, 18th century
23. Figure of a horseman, mid-13th century
24. Breac Maodhóg, mid-9th century
25. Cross of Cong, early-12th century
26. Decorated lead weights, 11th century
27. Decorated lead weights, 12th century
28. Decorated lead weights, 13th century
29. Decorated lead weights, 14th century
30. Decorated lead weights, 15th century
31. Decorated lead weights, 16th century
32. Decorated lead weights, 17th century
33. Decorated lead weights, 18th century
34. Decorated lead weights, 19th century
35. Decorated lead weights, 20th century
36. Decorated lead weights, 21st century
37. Decorated lead weights, 22nd century
38. Decorated lead weights, 23rd century
39. Decorated lead weights, 24th century
40. Decorated lead weights, 25th century
41. Decorated lead weights, 26th century
42. Decorated lead weights, 27th century
43. Decorated lead weights, 28th century
44. Decorated lead weights, 29th century
45. Decorated lead weights, 30th century
46. Decorated lead weights, 31st century
47. Decorated lead weights, 32nd century
48. Decorated lead weights, 33rd century
49. Decorated lead weights, 34th century
50. Decorated lead weights, 35th century
51. Decorated lead weights, 36th century
52. Decorated lead weights, 37th century
53. Decorated lead weights, 38th century
54. Decorated lead weights, 39th century
55. Decorated lead weights, 40th century
56. Decorated lead weights, 41st century
57. Decorated lead weights, 42nd century
58. Decorated lead weights, 43rd century
59. Decorated lead weights, 44th century
60. Decorated lead weights, 45th century
61. Decorated lead weights, 46th century
62. Decorated lead weights, 47th century
63. Decorated lead weights, 48th century
64. Decorated lead weights, 49th century
65. Decorated lead weights, 50th century
66. Decorated lead weights, 51st century
67. Decorated lead weights, 52nd century
68. Decorated lead weights, 53rd century
69. Decorated lead weights, 54th century
70. Decorated lead weights, 55th century
71. Decorated lead weights, 56th century
72. Decorated lead weights, 57th century
73. Decorated lead weights, 58th century
74. Decorated lead weights, 59th century
75. Decorated lead weights, 60th century
76. Decorated lead weights, 61st century
77. Decorated lead weights, 62nd century
78. Decorated lead weights, 63rd century
79. Decorated lead weights, 64th century
80. Decorated lead weights, 65th century
81. Decorated lead weights, 66th century
82. Decorated lead weights, 67th century
83. Decorated lead weights, 68th century
84. Decorated lead weights, 69th century
85. Decorated lead weights, 70th century
86. Decorated lead weights, 71st century
87. Decorated lead weights, 72nd century
88. Decorated lead weights, 73rd century
89. Decorated lead weights, 74th century
90. Decorated lead weights, 75th century
91. Decorated lead weights, 76th century
92. Decorated lead weights, 77th century
93. Decorated lead weights, 78th century
94. Decorated lead weights, 79th century
95. Decorated lead weights, 80th century
96. Decorated lead weights, 81st century
97. Decorated lead weights, 82nd century
98. Decorated lead weights, 83rd century
99. Decorated lead weights, 84th century
100. Decorated lead weights, 85th century
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